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Historical Background

A rich trade spanning centuries.  
Dilmun is the most ancient known  
source 7000 of saltwater pearls-
over years.



• The first pearl found in  
Bahrain was from the  
Delmon era (2300 BC)with  
an estimated age of 4000  
years.

• Pearling fuelled Bahrain’s  
economy for centuries with  
several thousand individuals  
also employed in thefield.





Population in Pearling- 1907



Bahraini Pearls Reputation

• Gulf natural pearls are
renowned for their
beauty and luster as well
as their variety of size,
color and shape.

• Pearls
Bahrain

produced in
have a

maximum size of 13mm.



Dealers of the past have developed a sophisticated  
labelling system to classify pearls based on factors  
including luster, size, shape, colour and freedom of  
surface blemishes.



What makes Bahraini pearls so special?

Their stunning lustre, colour andsize.



Their formation in oyster beds next to
freshwater springs.



They come from the largest  
concentration of pearl beds called  

heirats.



Bahraini pearls come in  
12 stunning colours.



Bahraini Pearls- 100% Authentic

As part of its efforts to preserve Bahrain’s  
heritage, the government has banned the entry  
of cultured pearls into the Kingdom since 1920.  
This means that all pearls sold in Bahrain are  
authentic natural pearls.



A keen eye for quality
Bahraini merchants continue to practice in

the Bahraini pearltrade.



Specialised services
Pearl testing in Bahrain’s world-class facilities, established in  

1990, create unique opportunities on a large scale.



Repairing damaged pearls



Drilling pearls of all sizes



Pearls symbolism
• Believed to attract  

wealth and luck,and  
offer protection.

• Symbolize the purity,  
generosity, integrity,  
and loyalty of its  
wearer.

• More recently made  
popular in movies such  
as Breakfastat
Tiffany’s.



Pearls used to be  
incorporated in largely  
traditional designs.

Now they can be found  
in modern designs and  
are also incorporated  
with other gems in gold  
jewellery.



The way forward

• Collaborate with  
established diving schools  
to revive the pearl diver  
profession.

• Encourage the youth to  
purchase relevant ships or  
boats for pearling,  
providing financial support  
if needed.



•Establish a coffee shop  
specific to the pearl trade  
where divers can sell extracted  
pearls to merchants, similar to  
meeting points in the past.

•Appoint a public relations  
company to promote Bahraini  
pearls on a regional and  
international level.



How would reviving the industry help?

• A new string of jobs would be created: pearl  
merchants, divers, shipyards, shipbuilders,  
timber merchants, and suppliers.

• It would highlight the range of services and  
qualified personnel in the Kingdom.

• It would contribute to the growth of the local  
economy.

• It would provide international buyers with  
authentic pearls.







Thank you for your  
kind attention.


